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ABSTRACT

Maintaining the sustainability of cultural tourism identity is important in the future. Various inputs from
tourists are needed to identify the elements that determine the identity of the area. With the development of
information technology, traces from social media are necessary to be explored further. This paper aimed to
find unique elements of region in the cultural tourism in Ubud, Bali, which can be used as input for
shareholders to determine the direction for the development of the region. This paper observed International
Travel Sketch Bali 2019 which was attended by around 700 participants from twelve countries. This travel-
sketch activity is a tourism activity as well as drawing activities of interesting objects in some locations.
After the participants finished drawing, they uploaded on their respective social media using the same
hashtag. Data are obtained by downloading sketches from the Instagram account with hashtag #TSBali
2019. These sketches are then elaborated to find out the supporting elements of the characteristic at the
location. The analysis showed that the identity of the Ubud, Bali, can be recognized from travel-sketch
activities. In detail, identity elements of the region are fixed element in the form of traditional architectural;
semi-fixed element of works such as statue, pot, and umbul-umbul; non-fixed element in the form of religious
equipment; landscape; and social-religious activities.
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Introduction

Regional identity distinguishes one place from an-
other (Lynch, 1960). The communication between
places and those who live in it is the spirit of place.
Something is missing if a place cannot be recog-
nized culturally, and this is very important in social
science (Garnham, 1985; Gustafson, 2001; Najafi et
al., 2011). The good relation between environment,
culture, and society can attract people from outside,
in the form of tourism (Riza et al., 2012). Those
people want to come and learn about the unique-
ness of the location. On the other hand, the combi-
nation of the strength of regional identity, entrepre-
neurial self-efficacy, and community involvement

influences the progress of tourism activities (Hallak
et al., 2012). However, the management of tourism
sustainability must pay attention to the identity. So,
the quality of the place is maintained.

Currently, there is tourism activity that is com-
bined with on-the-spot drawing activities called
travel-sketch (Alomar, 2016). This activity was at-
tended by participants from various backgrounds.
Their activity is to sketch a fascinating object in a
location.

The image collection from travel-sketch activities
is very important to be observed because various in-
terests of each participant. The variation of choice of
an object depends on the meaning that the person
wants to capture from the actual visual condition.
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This simplification is perception and very depen-
dent on the experience of each person (Crowe and
Laseau, 1984). Sketches can encourage “unexpected
discovery” that influenced by the “sensory” factor
and “conceptual” factor (Suwa et al., 1999). On the
other hand, the sketch map technique can be used as
an alternative or additional method to measure the
spatial orientation of tourists in a tourist destination
(Son, 2005).

The collection of visual information gathered by
travel-sketch activities can be explored further to
find any element that shows the uniqueness of a
tourist destination. This feedback becomes impor-
tant, considering the definition of the region’s iden-
tity is sometimes not realized by people who live in
the area.  Moreover, these aspects can be an input
for policymakers in determining the direction of
future development.

Background Study

Travel Sketch

Sketch is a quick drawing, giving simple tone, am-
biguous, and used for the following purpose (Fish,
1996; Suwa et al., 2001). This simple drawing can
also function as a means of telling stories about the
whereabouts of someone in a location that describes
the distinctive characters of the location (Alomar,
2016). This drawing activities was initially a hobby.
However, it has a valuable meaning because of the
object selection is done carefully, and train someone
to pay attention to surrounding objects more
sharply (Edwards, 1979).

The knowledge gained from this drawing activ-
ity tacit knowledge. It is a mystical experience be-
tween sketchers and their paper (Loxterkamp and
Snider, 2015). Also, it can stimulate creative ideas
(Suwa and Tversky, 1996). When seeing and mov-
ing a building onto paper, the observer scans in
three dimensions.  This process is a learning process
in closing the gap between geometric understand-
ing and spatial understanding (Ching and Juroszek,
1998; Schaeverbeke et al., 2015). The visited places
are the studio for travel sketchers (Holmes, 2014).
Understanding the unique character in a location
can be known from very close observation. The re-
lation between the “observer’ and the “observed” is
important so that the sketchers can be objective by
using the comprehensive tool to show and preserve
the uniqueness of local historical city (Nezih and

Sahin Güçan, 2008). Each people has a different
style in drawing an object. There are five basic skills
in drawing. Those are edges, spaces, relationships,
light and shadows, and gestalt (Edwards, 1979).
Furthermore, sketch can provide significant direct
data in the field and can assist documentation and
preservation of historical buildings (Hernowo, 2008;
Wahyuningrum and Sudarwanto, 2017).

Sketch and Perception

Perception is information gathering through the five
senses that are processed, analysed, and compared
with previous knowledge, as well as compile par-
ticular response based on experiences. The differ-
ences in knowledge can produce different responses
from the same fact tailored to each other’s under-
standing and environment (Crowe and Laseau,
1984; POP, 2013). The perception of someone who
first came to a place can sometimes provide accurate
information about the uniqueness. In the travel
sketching event, sketcher carefully selects the object
to draw. In detail, the stages that occur when draw-
ing are seeing,  imagining, and representing (Ching
and Juroszek, 1998). They record shape and space as
a whole, which is beyond what can be capture by
people’s eye and camera (Laseau, 2001). Manual
sketching is very helpful for understanding or learn-
ing the principles of building design (Imam et al.,
2016). The strategy of using sketches by laypeople
that are used by Kevin Lynch can identify the image
of the city that are edges, paths, districts, nodes, and
landmarks (Lynch, 1960). Information in the form of
collection of perception  is very necessary in deter-
mining the direction of the development of a tourist
area.

Travelsketch and Social Media

The images produced in group sketching activity
are often equipped with short narratives, and then
uploaded to Blogspot, or social media (Holmes,
2014). The images that were uploaded to social me-
dia were using a hashtag that were mutually
agreed. It was a collective representative of the
group (Ichau and Frissen, 2019).

The existing data on social media can be sorted
and provide various information. These images are
often equipped with tag locations that allow a re-
cent interpretation of a location (Johanes et al., 2017).
Through social media, young people try to tell their
experiences to public. Moreover, social media be-
comes the place for their existence (Boyd, 2007).
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Each user uploads their pictures with specific colors
of visual display according to their character (Kim
and Yunhwan Kim, 2018).

Cultural Tourism’s  Identity in Ubud, Bali,
Indonesia

The area of Ubud, Bali, Indonesia, is a location that
grew out from a kingdom located in Gianyar, Bali.
The kingdom has existed since the 17th century.
Puri (Balinese palace compound) is a palace as well
as a center of government/power during the royal
era in Bali. Since 1920, Puri Saren Agung Ubud has
become a tourist attraction and a prominent area
with artistic activities. This condition was greatly
influenced by Puri Ubud family and several paint-
ers in Ubud. Several great artists who have lived
and worked in Puri Ubud are Walter Spies, Don An-
tonio Blanco, and Rudolf Bonnet. Thus, it makes the
area as art and cultural sector (Subhiksu and Utama,
2018).

The existence of five great museums, namely The
Blanco Museum, PuriLukisan Museum, AgungRai
Museum of Art (ARMA), The Rudana Museum,
and Neka Art Museum, are the main attraction of
cultural tourism in Ubud. Also, it supports the cul-
tural preservation activities (Subhiksu et al., 2015).
Cultural tourism involves visitors to learn about the
history of the location and to experience the unique-
ness of local lifestyle (Zakaria et al., 2014). Tourism

activities are growing, such as royal dinner, art per-
formance and exhibition, and guest house
(Budihardjo, 2017).  Eco-tourism and other alterna-
tive tourism activities have positive effect on
economy, social, and environmental development
of local people and enhance tourist’s “attitude” that
has experienced and learn from local culture
(Stronza, 2001).

Materials and Method

This research used visual research method by inter-
preting data in the form of photos, videos, or pic-
tures (Glaw et al., 2017). Data were obtained from
International Travel Sketch Bali 2019. The event was
held on March 2, 2019, in Ubud, Bali, 2019. The data
was gathered, first, by downloading photos from
Instagram that has hashtag #TSBali 2019 (Figure 1).
The initial selection was selecting photos or pictures
that the object is in Ubud, Bali, Indonesia. The sec-
ond step was separating the data according to the
theme and counting the theme from the pictures.
The identification is based on the object that has
drawn, the color that used, and the drawing style.
Third, the pictures were numbered and interpreted.
The interpretation resulted in several categories that
can help in finding the patterns. Fourth is to com-
municate the patterns with theories related to the
design of traditional Balinese architecture by using

Fig. 1. Data Analysis Technique
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thematic analysis. Thematic analysis is a method to
identify, analyze, and determine the pattern (theme)
in the data (Braun and Clarke, 2006).

Results

The total sketches from Instagram account of travel
sketch participants, with the hashtag #TSBali2019,
are 645 pictures. The pictures were selected based
on the location of the sketch object (has a location
description in Ubud, Bali), and the amount is 163
pictures. Those pictures were given detail descrip-
tion and number based on participant’s number.
The description involves the choice of object, draw-
ing style, and color (Figure 2). Objects that drew in
one sketch data were explicitly noted. For example,
picture no 1 shows the component of semi-fixed el-
ement (s-f), landscape (ls).

The way participants draw an object is divided
into three ways: (a) line technique; it is drawing
lines without tone, (b) line and color technique; it is

drawing technique with line and color, and (c) color
technique; it is drawing technique without showing
outline, shape, and volume expressed in different
colors. Figure 2 shows the grouping of sketch done
by participants.

The  object that appeared in the data are tradi-
tional building (t-b), landscape (ls), and non-fixed
element). Data that show traditional Balinese archi-
tecture (t-b) are 132 (81%) from 163 data. In more
detail, those buildings are angkul-angkul, bale
kulkul, and bale bengong. Some pictures accentuate
the vine ornaments and mythological creatures.
None of participants presented a modern architec-
tural style even though the buildings have quite
large dimensions. However, participants tended to
draw buildings or forms of traditional Balinese ar-
chitecture that have relatively small dimensions.

The  object that appeared in the data are tradi-
tional building (t-b), landscape (ls), and non-fixed
element). Data that show traditional Balinese archi-
tecture (t-b) are 132 (81%) from 163 data. In more

Fig. 2. The Example of pictures identification
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detail, those buildings are angkul-angkul, bale
kulkul, and bale bengong. Some pictures accentuate
the vine ornaments and mythological creatures.
None of participants presented a modern architec-
tural style even though the buildings have quite
large dimensions. However, participants tended to
draw buildings or forms of traditional Balinese ar-
chitecture that have relatively small dimensions.

The data that shows landscape elements (ls) are
126 (77,35) from163 data, with majority theme is
tropical gardens with ponds. Types of plants that
often drawn are coconut trees, frangipani, and
shrub plants. Furthermore, data that shows semi-
fixed objects (s-f) are 59 (36,1%) from 163 data.
These objects are in the form of merajan (house
temple), mythological creature statue, ornamental
plant pot, janur ornament, and umbul-umbul. The
number of sketches with objects such as canang,
flowers, fabric for decorating statue, flowers con-
tainer, and transportation modes are 11 (6,7%) from
163 data. Then, sketches that illustrated social living
(s-l) in the society are 49 (30%) from 163 data. The
objects are trading activities in the market, dance
practices, and dance performances.

The dominant color (from the most used) in
Travel Sketch 101 2019 are warm colors. The result
of the most used color in the sketches are orange
(72), green (62), blue (56), purple (26), red (24),
crème (22), and yellow (20).

The dominant green and blue with a hint of or-
ange tend to be found in the sketches with a land-
scape theme. Whereas, traditional architecture pic-
tures are illustrated with the dominant color of or-
ange with a hint of green and blue.

Discussion

Drawing is building perception as a way to express
culture, reflect society, public space, and urban
space (Fish, 1996). Sketchers observe in detail the
appearance in the field to be outlined in the sketch.
A lot of visual information was simplified and re-
displayed to highlight the uniqueness of a region
(Figure 3).

Most of the pictures try to record open spaces in
Bali, which is called natah (Siwalatri et al., 2015).

Therefore, buildings are placed as a wall to form
the open space. Buildings that are often drawn are
angkul-angkul (the roofed-entrance to the court-
yard), bale kul-kul (a tower with kentongan (a slit
drum)), and bale bengong. Those buildings, concep-

Fig. 3. Information Filtering Process to a Sketch

tually, have a special meaning for the existence of
Balinese customs. Also, these buildings never
change from time to time and show identity in
Ubud, Bali.

The expression of the Tri Angga concept in Ba-
linese architecture is fully recorded in sketches. Tri
means three, and Angga means body. This concept
emphasizes on three physical values; utamaangga
(head), madyaangga (body), and nistaangga (foot).
The Tri Angga Concept is manifested from macro
scale to micro scale. However, expression that is
captured quickly is micro-expression that mani-
fested in buildings (Dwijendra, 2008). The pictures
of mythological creature statues and ornament in
the building are often drawn by participants. The
ornament refers to plants, animals, natural element,
religious values, and beliefs.

For Balinese, ornament in the building has sym-
bolic, historical, aesthetic, and philosophical mean-
ing (Siwalatri et al., 2012).

One important thing to be noted is the
participant’s ability to capture the Balinese unique-
ness concept of residence. They draw according to
their perception (POP, 2013) without first getting
conceptual knowledge. The principle of design by
using the concept of human relationship (micro-cos-
mos) with their environment (macro-cosmos),
which is a translation of the psycho-cosmic concept
of Balinese Hinduism (Samadhi, 2001), can be well
understood by the participants. This phenomenon
shows the success of transformation of conceptual
idea toward the realization of level of shape, which
allows direct interpretation or metaphor from the
observer (Siwalatri et al., 2012).

Color is an integral element in this world. It in-
cludes natural objects and human-made objects.
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Colors used by participants in drawing are closely
related to the real condition. Warm colors, such as
firebrick red, light green, and orange, are often used.
The colors used by participants are special commu-
nication between sketcher and locus (Loxterkamp
and Snider, 2015). In Balinese architecture, natural
materials such as coral, rocks, and bricks with
golden accents are very often used. The Balinese
Hindu religious activities cannot be separated from
colors (Asthararianty et al., 2016). Daily offering ac-
tivities always use flowers with specific colors. Each
person has a different choice and taste of colors. The
use of colors is full of consideration, and not only
subjective, but color also has a universal influence
on each person.

In Balinese architecture, these human-made
products became a reminder of the relationship be-
tween human, environment, and God (Siwalatri et
al., 2012). The existence of God is realized through
physical things, which is architectural buildings
(fixed element), statue, umbul-umbul, pot (semi-fixed
element), and other offering things (non-fixed ele-
ment). Natural elements, culture, and sensory expe-
riences stated the existence of soul in a location
(Garnham, 1985). In travel-sketch, the relationship
between Balinese people and environment is clearly
recorded in the sketchers’ drawing. Those drawings
stated the aspects mentioned by Garnham, but more
specifically revealed the religious characteristic of
Balinese people.

Conclusion

In general, International Travel Sketch Bali 2019 re-
corded the relationship between Balinese people
and their environment. This relationship is the daily
life that routinely done and might not be realized as
a “normal” thing for the community. Elements that
can be identified as an identity of Ubud region, Bali
from travel-sketch activity are fixed element in the
form of traditional architectural; semi-fixed element
of works such as statue, pot, umbul-umbul; non-
fixed element in the form of religious equipment;
landscape; and social-religious activities. This
knowledge can be further developed as reference in
finding direction for the development of cultural
tourism in Ubud.
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